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V1 Ensure a weekend 1.  Provide support/advice to Venturers planning and conducting a 
standing camp is      weekend standing camp
conducted 2.  Evaluate activities, itinerary, and use of equipment, with input

3.  Demo campsite selection and safe use of camping equipment
V2 Develop leadership skills 1.  Demo/provide 3 examples of providing leadership opportunities

in youth 2.  Describe leadership development process for your Executive
3.  Demo/describe the succession planning for the Company
4.  Demo/provide examples of how to handle Venturers with problems

V3 Apply long-range 1.  Explain the planning process to develop a 3 year quality program
planning methods 2.  Develop a 3-year program that emphasizes use of the outdoors

3.  Id components that will result in the following success indicators:
     a.  ongoing youth involvement in program planning
     b.  minimizing repetition of programming
     c.  progressively challenging programs
     d.  growth and retention in your section and Group
     e.  long-range succession planning in your section
     f.  flexibility
4.  Evaluate the progress of your three-year program according to:
     a.  opportunities for continuous youth feedback
     b.  program standards
     c.  application to the annual planning process
     d.  success indicators
     e.  appropriate documentation and reporting process
     f.  flags indicating any adjustment that may be required

V4 Ensure that a long-term 1.  Provide support/advice to Venturers planning/conducting a long 
overnight activity is      term overnight activity IAW with Outdoor Camping Activity Guide
conducted 2.  Demo/provide examples of training activities leading to the activity

3.  Evaluate the activities/itinerary/communication with others
4.  Demo/provide an example of the schedule of activities
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V5 Ensure that an activity 1.  Provide support/advice to Venturers planning/conducting an activity
requiring advanced levels       requiring advanced levels of skills and competencies IAW  the
 is conducted      Canada Camping Outdoor Activity Guide

2.  Demo/provide examples of training activities leading to the activity
3.  Evaluate the activities/itinerary/communication with others and
     recommendations following the activity
4.  Demo/provide an example of the schedule of activities

Date forwarded to DAC/AC: ______________________________ by:  _____________________________

Date forwarded to Scout Office: ___________________________ by:  _____________________________

Date of Woodbadge II recognition: _____________________________ by:  _____________________________
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